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Abstract

Calabria, an anomalous pile of largely crystalline nappes resting on top of the mostly sedimentary fold–thrust belts of the Apennines and

the Sicilian Maghebides, has moved several hundred kilometers southeastward, opening the Tyrrhenian Sea in its wake. This study treats the

Monte Reventino area in the northern third of crystalline Calabria, where pre-Mesozoic schist appears to rest on deep-water Mesozoic

sedimentary rocks along a thrust surface marked by discontinuous bodies of serpentinite and banded greenschist with a complex internal

structure. Detailed mapping led to a structural analysis of an unusual pattern of folds in the banded greenschist, resulting from twisting of

opposite major fold limbs in opposite directions. A useful aspect of this fold distortion is that the sense of rotation of minor fold axes enables

one to determine the sense of tectonic transport; in this case, it was generally westward. For many years, the structure of Calabria has been

thought of as a pile of nappes emplaced through entirely compressional thrusting. Recently some geologists have begun to reinterpret the

structure as resulting from large-scale, low-angle extensional faulting that has stretched and torn apart the nappe edifice. Monte Reventino

appears to be a key location for evaluating this possibility.
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1. Introduction

This paper presents a detailed geologic map, cross-

sections, and a structural analysis of a folded, banded

greenschist that is part of a metamorphosed ophiolitic body

lying along a low-angle fault in Calabria, the toe of the

Italian boot. Calabria in the geologic sense, comprising a

number of largely crystalline allochthons emplaced over the

dominantly sedimentary rocks of the fold–thrust belts of the

Apennines and Sicily, is a critical block for understanding

the complex microplate tectonics of the central Mediterra-

nean. In particular, it is important to untangle the

complicated history of tectonic transport directions in

different phases of the evolution of Calabria. This structural
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analysis of greenschist folds at Monte Reventino, in Central

Calabria, also offers a novel method for determining

tectonic transport direction.

The study is based on fieldwork at Monte Reventino and

its surroundings done between 1971 and 1976. A short paper

was published (Alvarez, 1978) and a full manuscript

prepared, but publication was long delayed because of the

distraction from other research projects. Monte Reventino

had previously been mapped in a schematic way in the

1960s during preparation of the 1:25,000 maps covering all

of Calabria (see sheet ‘Martirano Lombardo’). That

schematic mapping has been incorporated in tectonic

syntheses up to the present time (Bonardi et al., 1976;

Rossetti et al., 2001). The detailed map presented here will

allow the Monte Reventino area to be more accurately

represented in future syntheses. I have not been able to find

any indication that other geologists have worked on the

Monte Reventino greenschist folds since then, so the results

continue to be the latest available study of these structures.

In updating the manuscript, I have changed the study of
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Monte Reventino itself very little, mostly by updating some

references and correcting a few mistakes; it thus reflects

geological thought at the time the study was done. On the

other hand, I have rewritten the introduction and discussion

to reflect advances in understanding Calabrian geology in

the intervening years, so that the detailed results will be

more useful in current thinking about Calabria.

It is now widely accepted that Calabria has moved

southeastward to its present position, opening the triangular

Tyrrhenian Sea in its wake (Haccard et al., 1972; Alvarez et

al., 1974; Kastens et al., 1988; Sartori, 2001). In early

phases of Italian geological research, Calabria was

recognized as a largely crystalline element within the

dominantly sedimentary Apennine and Sicilian orogenic

belt, and was thought to represent the basement on which

those sediments were deposited (Cortese, 1895). Lima-

nowski (1913) first argued that the Calabrian crystalline

rocks were not uplifted basement, but rather a nappe of

allochthonous origin emplaced on top of the Apennine and

Sicilian sedimentary rocks, and this view has been

abundantly confirmed. Many useful tectonic studies of

Calabria have been published since then (Quitzow, 1935;

Caire et al., 1960; Grandjacquet et al., 1961; Dubois, 1970;

Haccard et al., 1972; Ogniben, 1973; Amodio-Morelli et al.,

1976; Bonardi et al., 1976, 2001; Dietrich, 1976, 1988;

Schenk, 1984, 1988; Vai, 1992). Geologic mapping at

1:25,000 of the entire Region of Calabria between 1958 and

1963, sponsored by the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno, was

summarized by Burton (1970).

Through the 1980s, the structural geology of Calabria

was generally interpreted in terms of thrust tectonics only.

After the recognition elsewhere that extension plays a

critical role even in compressional orogens (Platt, 1986),

some authors have begun to investigate the role of extension

in the tectonic evolution of Calabria (Platt and Compagnoni,

1990; Wallis et al., 1993; Knott, 1994; Thomson, 1994,

1998). Most recently, Rossetti et al. (2001) have offered a

major reinterpretation of the sequence of tectonic units in

Central Calabria, citing extension as a key determinant in

producing the observed geology. The detailed study of

Monte Reventino bears on the question of the role of

extension in Calabria tectonics, as discussed at the end

of this paper.

Geological Calabria (Fig. 1, inset) is divided into the

three segments of Central Calabria (the Sila block),

Southern Calabria (the Serre-Aspromonte block), and

northeastern Sicily (the Peloritani block). These segments

are separated by the two transverse depressions of the

Catanzaro Lowland and the Strait of Messina. In Central,

but not Southern, Calabria, below the Hercynian crystalline

terranes, there are exposures of Mesozoic rocks, comprising

an ophiolitic suite (primarily metabasalts and serpentinites),

low-grade metamorphosed phyllites and quartzites, and

unmetamorphosed platform carbonates. The exposure of

these lower units makes Central Calabria appealing for
those interested in the Alpine history of the Mediterranean,

which was the motivation for the present study.
1.1. Central Calabrian nappe structure

In Central Calabria, the Catena Costiera, or Coastal

Chain (Sorriso-Valvo and Sylvester, 1993), forms a south-

ward geographical (but not geological) continuation of the

Southern Apennines (Fig. 1). To the east, the Catena

Costiera is separated by the Crati River Valley (apparently a

young graben) from the mountainous Sila region. South of

Cosenza the Crati Valley disappears and the Catena Costiera

is linked with the Sila by the east–west range of the Sila

Piccola, or Lesser Sila, that looks down on the Catanzaro

Lowland to the south. Monte Reventino (1417 m), north of

Lamezia Terme, is the highest summit in the western Sila

Piccola.

The simplified tectonic map of Fig. 1 combines the many

nappe units that have been distinguished into a few major

units, in order to clarify the gross structure, which is not as

evident on maps with a more detailed subdivision. More

detailed tectonic maps of Central Calabria have been

published by Ogniben (1973), Dubois (1976), Bonardi et

al. (1976), and Scandone (1991). The nappe edifice of

Central Calabria dips gently to the east or northeast, so that

the deeper units are exposed mainly in the Catena Costiera

and the Sila Piccola. The upper nappes dominate the Sila,

but occur only as klippen in the western areas. The primary

distinction in Fig. 1 is between (1) the Calabride nappes that

represent pre-Mesozoic continental basement and its

Alpine-cycle sedimentary cover, (2) units that represent

the Tethyan oceanic realm that opened and closed during the

Alpine cycle, and (3) the dominantly carbonate units that

represent a Mesozoic continental margin that flanked the

Tethyan Ocean. The following description reflects the

classic paper of Amodio-Morelli et al. (1976). Later

discussion treats the alternative interpretation of Rossetti

et al. (2001).

(1) Four major units are generally recognized in the

Calabride nappe complex, each of them subdivided on

detailed maps. The highest is (a) the Stilo unit, which is

widely developed in southern Calabria but thought to be

present only locally in Central Calabria. The largest

area in Central Calabria is occupied by (b) the Sila unit,

tilted northeastward so that lower continental crust is

exposed along the southwest margin of the Sila

(Schenk, 1981; Caggianelli et al., 2000; Graessner and

Schenk, 2001) while the Mesozoic sedimentary cover of

this crustal fragment is still preserved in the northeast,

around Rossano and Longobucco (Teale, 1988;

Tavarnelli et al., 2004). Beneath the Sila unit is (c)

the Castagna unit, mainly represented by augen gneiss

and mica schist. The lowest member of the Calabride

nappe complex is (d) the Bagni unit, which is composed

largely of phyllite. The Sila, Castagna, and Bagni units



Fig. 1. Tectonic map of Central Calabria, largely based on the map of Bonardi et al. (1976), revised for the western Sila Piccola, and simplified by (1) omitting

all subdivisions within the major tectonic units and (2) combining the Bagni and Castagna units, which are not well distinguished in the western Sila Piccola,

around Monte Reventino, which is the focus of this study. The concept of Bonardi et al. (1976), based on stacking of nappes in two different compressional

regimes (a Cretaceous–Paleogene event with vergence toward Europe, followed by a Neogene event with vergence toward Africa), has been the basis for most

subsequent interpretations of Calabrian geology. Recently, Rossetti et al. (2001) have reinterpreted the geology of the Sila Piccola in terms of extensional

tectonics. The main difference in their view, as it would show up on a map like this one, is that the meta-ophiolitic rocks around Monte Reventino and

Gimigliano are placed in their ‘Lower Ophiolitic Unit’. All the rest of the nappe edifice, with the sequence shown here, is placed in their ‘Upper Tectonic

Complex’, and the contact along which the Upper Tectonic Complex overlies the Lower Ophiolitic Unit is interpreted as a major extensional detachment

surface. Observations relevant to choosing between the two interpretations are discussed at the end of this paper.
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that dominate the Calabride nappes in Central Calabria

are stacked in reverse order of metamorphic grade. In

Fig. 1, the Castagna and Bagni units are lumped

together, because the mapping necessary to distinguish

them in the western Sila Piccola has not been done. For

the rest of Central Calabria, these units are distin-

guished on the map of Bonardi et al. (1976). Above the

thrust that runs northward from Lamezia Terme into the

detailed map area at Monte Reventino, the Castagna

unit is present in the form of a mica schist that is here

called the Zangarona schist, as a simplification of the

name ‘micascisti di Zangarona-Ievoli-Monte Dondolo,’

used informally by Colonna and Piccarreta (1975a).

(2) The second major group of tectonic units represents the

Tethyan oceanic realm. Although complete ophiolite

sequences are absent in Calabria, there are abundant

exposures of serpentinite, metabasite, and their
metamorphosed sedimentary cover that probably origi-

nated by the dismemberment and metamorphism of

ophiolites and deep-water sediments. In addition,

quartzites and phyllites derived from deep-water sand-

stones and shales of the Cretaceous Frido formation are

found from the Southern Apennines to Lamezia Terme,

and have been interpreted as remnants of the sedimentary

fill of the Tethyan Ocean. Ophiolitic rocks and the

metasediments of the Frido formation outcrop at Monte

Reventino and are described in detail below.

(3) The structurally lowest group of tectonic units is formed

by Mesozoic–Tertiary continental-margin carbonates.

They are largely covered by higher nappes in Central

Calabria, but show through as tectonic windows near the

west coast as far south as the Catanzaro Lowland. These

rocks have long been correlated to the shallow-water

limestones and dolomites that dominate the geology of the
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Apennines and Sicily (Ogniben, 1973; Bonardi et al.,

1976; Dietrich, 1976). The implication is that the

crystalline nappes of Central Calabria were thrust over

the sedimentary Apennine rocks. However, Ietto et al.

(1995) have presented evidence that the Central Calabrian

carbonates are unrelated to those of the Apennines.
1.2. Motivation for the structural study of Monte Reventino

The general tectonic structure of Central Calabria, with

unmetamorphosed platform carbonates tectonically overlain

by oceanic sediments and ophiolitic rocks that have at least

in part been through an episode of blueschist metamorph-

ism, surmounted in turn by thrust sheets of continental crust,

is reminiscent of the structures of the Alps and of Alpine

Corsica. This led to the proposal, in the 1970s, that Calabria

had formerly been part of the Europe–vergent Alpine

collisional belt, and subsequently moved southeastward to

its present position, with the Tyrrhenian Sea opening in its

wake (Haccard et al., 1972; Alvarez et al., 1974). To test this

hypothesis it was important to compare the geology of

Alpine Corsica and Central Calabria, and also the eastern

part of Sardinia, which would have been the foreland of the

Calabrian Alpine belt. As part of an effort to carry out that

test (Alvarez and Cocozza, 1974; Alvarez, 1991), I

undertook a detailed structural study in Central Calabria

aimed at determining the direction of tectonic transport

during nappe emplacement, to test whether the vergence

was toward the west, as would be expected if Calabria had

been part of the Alpine orogenic belt.

The vergence of the Calabrian nappes has been the

subject of debate over many years, as reviewed by Ogniben

(1973) and Dietrich (1976). The map pattern of tectonic

units (Fig. 1) does not afford any evidence for the direction

of nappe transport. The outcrop patterns of the various

tectonic units are determined in large measure by the late

folding and subsequent erosion. In such a situation, one can

turn to smaller-scale structural features, particularly minor

folds, as evidence for the transport direction. This approach

encounters difficulties in Calabria since the more massive

rock types—including the carbonates, granites, and high-

grade metamorphic rocks—seem to have behaved rigidly

during nappe emplacement and show few minor folds that

can be attributed with confidence to this tectonic event. The

widespread phyllites and schists are extensively folded, but

these rocks have in many places been moved by landsliding

due to the rapid uplift of Calabria and the consequent

downcutting by streams (Cotecchia and Melidoro, 1974;

Carrara and Merenda, 1976), and structural measurements

are therefore of dubious value. To avoid difficulties of both

kinds, the summit area of Monte Reventino was chosen for

detailed study. Piccarreta and Zirpoli (1969a,b) had

previously noted the abundant development of minor folds

in greenschists at Monte Reventino, and the greenschists are
sufficiently massive to have resisted landsliding. These

minor folds (Fig. 2) proved rich in structural information.

The western end of the Sila Piccola forms the southern-

most of the late-stage, northwest-trending antiforms

(Fig. 1). Structurally, this range is a compound tectonic

window. A small nucleus of carbonates west of Lamezia

Terme is surrounded by an outcrop area of the Frido

formation in the first thrust sheet. The Frido is in turn

overlain and surrounded by the Bagni and/or Castagna units,

which are surmounted in the Amantea–Decollatura synform

by granitic rocks of the Stilo unit and locally their Mesozoic

carbonate cover. The thrust contact between the Bagni or

Castagna unit and the underlying Frido formation is marked

by discontinuous bodies of serpentinite and greenschist, and

one of these resistant bodies holds up the highest summit of

the Range—Monte Reventino (1417 m). At Monte Reven-

tino the Castagna unit is present above the serpentinite–

greenschist body, and is represented by the Zangarona

schist.
2. Monte Reventino: structural geometry

The geology of Monte Reventino is marked by a large

lens of meta-ophiolitic rocks apparently lying along a thrust

contact that places the Zangarona schist over the epimeta-

morphic phyllites and quartzites of the Frido formation. The

massive banded greenschist and serpentinite of the

ophiolitic lens hold up the summit of Monte Reventino.

A careful examination shows that the ophiolite is quite

irregular in shape and has a complicated internal structure.

The essence of this structure is that the banded greenschist

has been deformed into a pattern of tight folds. The

serpentinite occupies the cores of the major greenschist

folds and partially or completely surrounds isolated bodies

of greenschist.

Figs. 3 and 4 present the detailed structural geometry of

Monte Reventino. The geological map (Fig. 3) is based on

field mapping at 1:5000 carried out from 1972 to 1977. In

areas of complicated outcrop pattern, individual outcrops

have been mapped and the nature of rock fragments in the

soil cover is shown. In areas where the rock type seen in

outcrop and in the float is unchanging, individual outcrops

are not delineated. The profiles of Fig. 4 were obtained by

projecting outcrop features onto a plane normal to the major

fold axes. This requires the assumption that the structures

are cylindrical, which probably does not produce large

errors over the few hundred meters projection distance. The

profiles are located on the map (Fig. 3) by showing the

position of a horizontal reference line in the dipping profile

plane, as well as the trace of the profile plane on the

topographic surface. The locations of features on the map of

Fig. 3 are given by reference to the letters and numbers in

the margins (C-1, B-2, etc.).

Because of the position of the Monte Reventino summit

area on the flank of the late stage Monte Reventino antiform,



Fig. 2. F2 folds deforming the S1 foliation in the Monte Reventino banded greenschist (loc. C, in grid square B-2 on Fig. 3). Smallest intervals on scale bars are

millimeters.
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the general dip of the nappe pile is toward the east or

northeast (Fig. 5). As a result, the three major units form

bands trending northwest and apparently separated by thrust

contacts. The structurally lowest unit, the Frido formation,

occupies the southwest corner of the map, while the highest

unit, the Zangarona schist, dominates the northeastern part

of the map. Immediately south of the map area, the

Zangarona schist rests in thrust contact on the Frido

formation, but in the map area they are separated by the

ophiolite lens of Monte Reventino, which forms the central

outcrop band and reappears from beneath the Zangarona

schist in the tectonic window of Colacino (C-1).

The internal structure of the ophiolite lens is complicated

but not chaotic. The structure is outlined by the greenschist

masses, where the main foliation (S1) has been deformed

into tight, inclined folds (F2) whose axes plunge moderately

toward the east. Major F2 folds in the greenschist have

amplitudes and wavelengths of a few tens to a few hundreds

of meters, and minor F2 folds on a 10-cm scale are

abundantly developed both on the limbs and in the hinges of

the major folds. These minor folds provide the structural

information that has made it possible to work out the

geometry of the major folds.

The second member of the ophiolite sequence is

serpentinite, which forms the matrix in which the

greenschist bodies are embedded. Serpentinite almost

completely encloses the greenschist, and tongues of

serpentinite occupy the cores of major F2 folds. Serpentinite
outcrops are everywhere cut by multitudes of shear surfaces,

and in some places shearing plus metasomatism have

converted the serpentinite into a layered ophicalcite.

Shearing of serpentinite has probably occurred more than

once, and shearing during F2 folding has enabled the

serpentinite to shape itself to the contours of the greenschist

folds.

Profile A–A 0 (Fig. 4a) shows the internal structure of the

ophiolite body in the central part of the map. In this area the

major fold axes plunge about 258 toward the east, as shown

by minor fold axes in the hinge regions, and the plane of the

projected profile thus strikes north–south and dips 658W.

This profile shows the Zangarona schist at the top of the

nappe pile and the Frido formation at the bottom, with the

ophiolite lens lying between them. Two minor thrusts lie

beneath the main upper thrust surface, and greenschist

immediately below the upper thrust is strongly retrograded.

This provides important information for determining the

time relationships between deformation and metamorphism;

it is clear that the nappes were emplaced after greenschist-

facies metamorphism of the ophiolitic rocks.

The central part of profile A–A 0 shows the largest

greenschist body, with its shape dominated by major F2

folds. The geometry of these major folds is specified by

labeling the domains used in structural analysis later in the

paper (hinge domains in ovals—6 N/S, etc.; limb domains in

circles—5 S, etc.). As will be shown, greenschist facies

metamorphism was contemporaneous with F2 folding.



Fig. 3. Geologic map of the summit area of Monte Reventino. Original mapping at 1:5000.
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Fig. 4. Projected profiles. These sections show contacts and other features projected onto planes perpendicular to the axes of major folds in the greenschist (F2

for profiles A and B, F4 for profile C). A–A0, B–B 0, and C–C 0 are the traces of the topographic surface on the plane of the profile; a–a 0 and b–b 0 are reference

lines formed by the intersection of the non-vertical profile planes and a datum level, and are plotted on Fig. 3. Large strike-and-dip symbols show the attitude of

the profile plane. F2 fabric domains and schematic foliation traces are shown in profiles A and C.
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During subsequent tectonic displacements, the greenschist

bodies behaved as brittle masses, which were partially

sliced up and sheared off. It is this episode that accounts for

the decapitation of the greenschist fold mass along the lower

of the two minor thrusts, and for the isolation of the smaller

mass of greenschist in the upper right hand part of the

profile.
Profile B–B 0 shows the structure of the Colacino window.

In this area fold axes in the greenschist plunge about 178 to

the southeast, so the profile plane was constructed with a

northeast–southwest strike and a dip of 738NW. The most

important observation from this profile is that the Colacino

window is not simply a topographically controlled cut

through a planar thrust surface. The thrust contact of



Fig. 5. View looking northeast from Monte Faggio to the double summit of Monte Reventino; the lower summit at the far left is Monticello del Pubblico

(Fig. 3). The summit of Monte Reventino is due to the presence of a large lens of folded greenschist (G) and serpentinite (S) that lies along the thrust separating

the Frido formation (F) from the Zangarona schist (Z). In the distance is the low-lying belt along the Amantea–Decollatura synform.
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Zangarona schist over the ophiolite units is tightly folded or

imbricated and shows at least 200 m of relief. A vertical

wall of serpentinite, with a sheath of greenschist, rises from

the streambed of the Signorelli Valley and flattens over

toward the southwest. This structure has the geometry of a

tight greenschist antiform, with a core of serpentinite,

overturned toward the southwest. The antiform has a

considerable extent along strike; it is mapped for 1 km to

the southeast of Signorelli (Fig. 3) and discontinuous

exposures track the vertical serpentinite wall for 1 km

toward the northwest, outside the map area. The covered

area in the center of profile B–B 0 obscures the geometry

somewhat, but the Zangarona schist appears to have been

folded into the synform beneath the ophiolite antiform. This

indicates that the antiform developed during or after nappe

emplacement.

Profile C–C 0 is a vertical section, perpendicular to the

axes of a synform–antiform pair (F4) that deforms the F2

folds in the main greenschist body.
3. History of deformation and metamorphism at Monte

Reventino

Table 1 places the geologic events that can be inferred

from the Monte Reventino rocks into a historical sequence.

Prior to nappe emplacement, the Frido formation, the

ophiolite complex, and the Zangarona schist are kept

separate since they clearly represent separate paleogeo-

graphic domains with separate histories. Because of the lack

of chronological information, the historical events are rather

imprecisely defined. Basically, one can separate (1)

Paleozoic orogeny from (2) Alpine cycle (Mesozoic–

Cenozoic) deposition and (3) Alpine cycle orogeny

(Cretaceous–Tertiary). The Alpine orogeny in the Medi-

terranean region is thought to have included three major
phases—Cretaceous, Paleogene, and Neogene—one or

more of which affected Calabria, but at Monte Reventino

it is possible only to distinguish events that occurred before,

during, and after nappe emplacement. The numbers in

parentheses following events listed in Table 1 refer to the

sections that follow.
3.1. Paleozoic orogeny
3.1.1. (1) The Zangarona schist

The Zangarona schist is apparently the only unit in the

Monte Reventino summit area that carries a record of

Paleozoic deformation and metamorphism. In their sketch

map of the Monte Reventino area, Colonna and Piccarreta

(1975b, fig. 2) show two units—the Zangarona-Ievoli-M.

Dondolo micaschist and the Pomo River phyllite—in the

area here mapped as Zangarona schist. The contact they

show between their two units was not recognized in the

present study, and since these rocks are almost entirely

schists, rather than phyllites, the term Zangarona schist is

used here as a simplification of the first of their two names.

The Zangarona schist shows a metamorphic foliation

and/or schistosity, commonly marked by laminae of quartz

and white mica. Opaques are generally present, and chlorite

and garnet are seen in some sections, but biotite was not

identified during this study. Detailed descriptions are given

by Piccarreta and Zirpoli (1969b) and by Colonna and

Piccarreta (1975a,b).

Studies a number of years ago on the mineralogy and

petrology of the western Sila Piccola and nearby areas

(Piccarreta, 1972; Di Pierro et al., 1973; Piccarreta and

Zirpoli, 1974; Colonna et al., 1975; Colonna and Piccarreta,

1975a,b; Lorenzoni and Zanettin-Lorenzoni, 1975, 1976;

Piccarreta and Zirpoli, 1975; Dietrich et al., 1976) laid out

the basic metamorphic history of these rocks. Of the rocks

here mapped as Zangarona schist, the Pomo River phyllites



Table 1

Sequence of geological events inferred from evidence at Monte Reventino
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have potassic white micas that crystallized under low P/T

conditions probably during the Hercynian event, and were

partially re-equilibrated under high P/T conditions during

the Alpine event (Colonna et al., 1975), and the Zangarona-

Ievoli-M. Dondolo mica schist also shows a pre-Alpine—

presumably Hercynian—metamorphism of low P/T
character overprinted by high P/T Alpine event (Colonna

and Piccarreta, 1975a, p. 20) witnessed by the presence of

lawsonite and soda-amphibole. More recent studies of the

metamorphism and geochronology of the Castagna unit,

which includes the Zangarona schist, given by Rossetti et al.

(2001), confirm the Alpine high P/T metamorphic overprint
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on an earlier greenschist to amphibolite metamorphism, but

yielded mixed ages that could not fully separate these two

events.
3.2. Evolution of the Mesozoic ocean
3.2.1. (2) The ophiolite sequence

It is now widely accepted that a rifted ocean formed in

the Alpine–Mediterranean region in the Jurassic (Dewey

et al., 1973; Dercourt et al., 1986), and most of the

ophiolites found in the Alpine belt and the Apennines are

thought to have formed during spreading of this ocean

(Bortolotti et al., 2001; Dilek and Robinson, 2003). The

Monte Reventino ophiolites and related metasedimentary

rocks were thus attributed to the Jurassic–Lower Cretaceous

by Amodio-Morelli et al. (1976), although direct age

information is lacking.

The Monte Reventino greenstone–serpentinite complex

is a partial, or possibly dismembered, as well as

metamorphosed and intensely deformed, ophiolite. Gabbro

and sheeted dikes are absent or at least unrecognizable; the

dominant rock types are serpentinite and banded greens-

chist. The serpentinite was developed from an original

lherzolitic peridotite. Ductile folding of the kind seen in

some Alpine peridotites (Nicolas and Boudier, 1975) is not

present. The greenschist is strikingly banded, but this

banding is a foliation (S1) in which occasional appressed

fold hinges demonstrate that this is not original bedding.

Piccarreta and Zirpoli (1969a) have described the petro-

graphy of this unit in detail. They concluded, on the basis of

the banded texture, the mineralogy (presence of relict

pyroxene crystals), and chemical analyses, that the

greenschist was formed by metamorphism of a basic

igneous tuff with some admixture of non-volcanic sediment.

This interpretation may be correct, but an alternative is that

the protolith was a pillow basalt that had undergone severe

stretching. The production of banded metabasic rocks by

extreme deformation of pillow lavas has been documented

by Kusky and Huddleston (1999, fig. 10).

At Gimigliano, 20 km ESE of Monte Reventino, the

same complex of serpentinite and banded greenschist

reappears, and associated with it are foliated marbles,

phyllites, and lightly metamorphosed sandstones and

microconglomerates (Dubois, 1970, 1976; Colonna and

Piccarreta, 1975b, 1977; Rossetti et al., 2001), which have

been interpreted as the original sedimentary cover of the

ophiolite sequence. These rocks are not clearly displayed at

Monte Reventino, but possibly equivalent phyllite is locally

present in the soil cover (Fig. 3, B-2, C-2). In addition, small

slices of marble like that at Gimigliano are present in the

Zangarona schist bounding the Colacino window, close to

the contact with the greenschist (Fig. 3, C-1, and north of the

map area), which suggests that the ophiolite–Zangarona

thrust contact may actually be a zone of minor imbricate

thrusting.
3.2.2. (3) The Frido formation

The Frido formation seems to represent Mesozoic deep-

water sedimentation. This unit is composed dominantly of

tan, epimetamorphic phyllites and massive to laminated

quartzites. The phyllites are more important volumetrically,

but the quartzites are more impressive because of their

rugged outcrops. The pelitic varieties contain very fine-

grained phyllosilicate minerals that impart a phyllitic sheen

to the rock, but mica flakes can never be distinguished.

Bedding is generally recognizable, but neither graded

bedding nor other top indicators can be identified. Small

lenses of fine-grained, bluish, crystalline limestone are an

extremely minor constituent of this unit. Neither fossils nor

fossil fragments have ever been found, despite careful

search by the author and by other geologists. Yet the grade

of metamorphism is too low to account for the absence of

fossil material, so it seems probable that the formation was

deposited in an oceanic environment, below the CCD; this

agrees with the paucity of limestone.

Piccarreta (1973) first noted the lithologic similarity

between the rocks now referred to the Frido formation in the

western Sila Piccola and the type Frido formation in the

southern Apennines (Vezzani, 1969). In subsequent papers

(Colonna and Piccarreta, 1975b; Amodio-Morelli et al.,

1976) this similarity was considered strong enough to

support a correlation, and the name Frido was applied to the

rocks in the western Sila Piccola. Microfossils found in the

Frido in areas to the north indicate a Cretaceous age—

Lower Cretaceous in the type area (Vezzani, 1969) and in

the Catena Costiera (Lanzafame and Zuffa, 1975, 1976),

and Upper Cretaceous in the Cilento area (Amodio-Morelli

et al., 1976).

3.3. Alpine-cycle deformation—before nappe emplacement

3.3.1. (4) D1 in the greenschist: the S1 foliation

The most striking feature of the greenschist is a layering

marked by alternating light- and dark-green compositional

bands on a millimeter- to centimeter-scale (Fig. 2). This

layering is present in almost all outcrops, and ranges from

quite subtle to extremely conspicuous. If the greenschist

banding is a transposed foliation S1, and not simply relict

bedding S0, one might expect to find metamorphic minerals

oriented along this foliation. Unfortunately the blocky

epidote and albite that dominate the greenschist are not

suitable for petrofabric studies, but some information is

available from a single outcrop of blueschist (glaucophane–

epidote–chlorite–sphene) that was found at Monte Reven-

tino (Fig. 3, B-2, locality G). This 1!2 m outcrop is entirely

surrounded by soil cover, and its relation to the surrounding

greenschist is therefore uncertain, but it occurs in the core of

a major F2 greenschist fold. The blueschist is folded, and its

fold style is indistinguishable from that of many of the

greenschist folds, so it is likely that foliation and folds in

the blueschist are equivalent to foliation and folds in the

greenschist. Foliation in the blueschist is marked by the



Fig. 6. Profiles of folds in the greenschist. Insets give the viewing direction (open arrow) and the attitude of the fold axis and of the main foliation or the axial

plane (symbols as in Fig. 3). In A–E the profile is projected onto a plane perpendicular to the fold axis. F shows a mapped closure of a major fold. Overturn

symbols in F are relative to the eastern fold limb; these are on foliation S1 and no orientation of original bedding is implied.
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alignment of felted glaucophane needles that are straight in

the unfolded parts of the foliation and kinked where the

foliation is tightly folded. Although it is possible that the

glaucophane simply grew parallel to an unfolded bedding, it

seems more likely that this direction was an active

secondary foliation parallel to isoclinally folded bedding.

On this basis the banding of the Monte Reventino

greenschist is identified as S1.
3.3.2. (5) D2 in the greenschist: the F2 folds

As striking as the compositional banding is the presence
of very common folds on a centimeter- to meter-scale,

which deform the banding in more than half of the

greenschist outcrops. These folds deform S1 and never

show refolding relationships, so they are all attributed to a

single phase of deformation, D2. As mentioned in the

previous section, if the correlation by style between the

greenschist folds and the folds in the single isolated outcrop

of blueschist is correct, the F2 folds deform glaucophane

needles that grew during development of the S1 banding.

The timing of F2 folds relative to growth of the greenschist

mineral assemblages is harder to determine because the



Fig. 7. Structural domains in the Monte Reventino greenschist. Each domain is characterized by point maxima of planar and linear fabric elements. Domains

are numbered sequentially upward from 1 to 12, and letters are appended to show their position in the pile of major F2 folds. ‘N-limbs’ and ‘S-limbs’ are

characterized by minor folds with northward and southward overturns, respectively (e.g. 7N, 5S); hinge domains are noted as N/S or S/N to show the limb types

above and below the axial surface. The attitudes of planar and linear fabric elements are calculated mean directions for the various domains (see Figs. 8 and 9

and Appendix B).
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blocky habit of the dominant epidote and albite makes them

almost useless as indicators of deformation and timing

relationships. Chlorite is more useful; in a given fold,

chlorite flakes may be bent around the hinge, lie unbent in

the axial plane, or both. Since there is no evidence of more

than one episode of folding, these relationships suggest that

F2 folding took place during an extended interval in which

the greenschist mineral assemblage was crystallizing.

From the pattern of minor F2 folds it is possible to

understand the geometry of the major F2 folds. However, the

pattern of minor folds is unusual; it has been distorted by

subsequent movements related to emplacement of the

overlying Zangarona schist. This type of distortion

(Alvarez, 1978) gives information on the direction of

tectonic transport. Structural analysis of the greenschist

folds will thus be divided into two parts. Observations

leading to recognition of the major F2 folds are given here,

while the subsequent distortion during nappe emplacement

is discussed in Section 3.4.1.

Profiles of typical F2 folds are shown in Fig. 6. They
range from fairly open to rather strongly flattened, but only

rarely become isoclinal. Axial plane cleavage is generally

absent, probably because of the blocky habit of the

dominant minerals, and measured axial surfaces are based

on limb geometry, not on the presence of a fabric element

with this orientation.

Both symmetric and asymmetric folds are common.

Because of the rather gentle plunges of the fold axes (A2), it

is more useful to designate asymmetry by direction of

overturn than by use of the ‘S’ and ‘Z’ convention. Thus

asymmetric folds overturned toward the north and toward

the south are referred to as ‘N-folds’ (Fig. 6A and B) and ‘S-

folds’ (Fig. 6C), respectively, while symmetric folds,

because of their gently dipping axial surfaces, are referred

to as ‘cascade-folds’ or ‘C-folds’ (Fig. 6D and E).

Representative structural attitudes are plotted on Fig. 3.

The trends and overturn directions of minor F2 folds allow

them to be grouped into three types, and homogeneous

domains of the three types reappear several times, as shown

in Fig. 7. The attitudes of S1 foliations, and the axes (A2) and



Fig. 8. Linear structural elements in the greenschist. Large circles are limits of 95% confidence around the calculated mean directions; the means only are

plotted in the lower row of diagrams. Extra confidence circles in domain 3N refer to axes close to hinge domain 2N/S (h) and to axes well out on the major fold

limb (1). Rejected axes in domain 6N/S are in an area rotated by F4 folding. Lower hemisphere, equal-angle projections.
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axial surfaces (AP2) of F2 folds shown on Fig. 7 are the

calculated mean directions for each domain. The data used

in these calculations are shown in Fig. 8 (linear elements)

and Fig. 9 (planar elements). In almost all domains, these

data points show strong clustering. Rather than contouring

the points on equal-area projections, I have chosen to plot

the data on equal-angle projections and calculate vector

means and circles of 95% confidence (Watson and Irving,

1957; Irving, 1964), which allows the data from different

domains to be compared rigorously. (The raw data and

calculations of means are available as an on-line appendix.)

The plots of minor fold axes in Fig. 8 show that within

domains of a given type the axial directions are

indistinguishable or nearly so (overlapping confidence
circles, with or without mutually enclosed mean directions),

but that A2 means in the three domain types do not coincide.

This unusual feature is explained in Section 3.4.1 as the

result of later distortion of the major F2 folds. Ignoring for a

moment this dispersion of minor fold axes, the pattern of

domain types in Fig. 7 shows a cyclical sequence of domains

characterized by folds with one sense of asymmetry,

symmetrical ‘cascade’ folds, folds with the opposite

asymmetry, and back. This pattern is characteristic of the

arrangement of minor, parasitic buckle folds developed on

the limbs and in the hinge regions of larger buckle folds.

That this was in fact the origin of the minor folds is

confirmed by examination of Figs. 3, 4a and 7, where it can

be seen that the folded outline of the major greenschist body



Fig. 9. Planar structural elements in the greenschist. Conventions as in Fig. 8. Data in the zones marked ‘x’ in domains 5S, 6N/S, and 7N are in areas rotated by

F4 folding and have been omitted from calculations of the means.
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has the form predicted by assuming the minor folds to be of

parasitic origin. It is clear from these figures that tongues of

serpentinite are found in the cores of major F2 folds (Fig. 3,

B-1, loc. H; B-2, loc. I). Because of the discontinuous

outcrop, it is generally difficult to follow the S1 foliation

around major F2 fold closures, but this can be done in two

places—at locality J (B-1) and locality F (B-2, illustrated in

Fig. 6).

Three lines of evidence—the distribution of minor fold

shapes, major folds in S1, and the folded shape of the

greenschist–serpentinite contact—thus converge to indicate

that D2 deformation produced a set of major folds in the

greenschist.
3.3.3. (6) Folding and epimetamorphism of the Frido

formation

The first recognizable tectonic event that affected the

Frido formation was a phase of ductile deformation under

epimetamorphic conditions that produced buckle folds in

the quartzite beds, with axial-planar phyllitic slaty cleavage

in the pelitic layers. There seems to have been only one

phase of folding in this unit; the dispersal of fold axes

(Fig. 10) results from the abundance of strongly non-

cylindrical, curvilinear folds, which are quite common in

Frido outcrops. (Field observations with Enrico Tavarnelli

in 2004 confirmed the abundance of curvilinear folds in the

Frido formation.)



Fig. 10. Structural elements in the Frido formation. Open circles at left are poles to axial-plane phyllitic slaty cleavage: their calculated mean direction (D: 2008,

I: 718S) and circle of 95% confidence (68) are given by m. Filled circles in the right-hand plot are minor fold axes related to the cleavage. The best-fit great circle

to these axes is shown, and the pole to this circle (D: 2008, I: 778S) is given by p. Lower-hemisphere, equal angle projections.
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Fold axes in the Frido fall in a girdle pattern that dips

gently north with a maximum trending northeast; the girdle

coincides with the plane of the axial foliation (Fig. 10). It is

not clear whether folding of the Frido was contemporaneous

with D2 in the greenschist; if it was, the two units must have

been some distance apart because of the difference in

metamorphic grades.
3.4. Alpine-cycle deformation—during nappe emplacement
3.4.1. (7) Effects in the ophiolite complex

Movements during nappe emplacement appear to be

responsible for three features of the ophiolite complex: (a)

retrograde metamorphism of the greenschist, (b) distortion

of the F2 folds, and (c) shearing of the serpentinite.

(a) In several places the greenschist, which is normally a

massive, resistant rock, has been converted to a crumbly,

greenish-gray, chlorite-rich lithology. Despite this change,

it is still possible, in most cases, to recognize the original S1

banding and F2 folding. This retrograding occurs in two

situations—immediately under the Zangarona schist nappe,

where a band of retrograded greenschist follows the thrust

contact for part of its length (B-1, loc. K, L; C-1, loc. M),

and within the greenschist mass, either along the axial

surfaces of major F2 folds (B-1, loc. N, P) or where there is a

break in the mass (B-1, loc. Q). It is clear that the saddle

immediately east of the 1417 m summit (loc. N) is

topographically low and lacks outcrop because of the

presence of the soft, retrograded form of the greenschist.

Since the resistant greenschist generally outcrops strongly,

this leads to the inference that other soil-covered areas along

the F2 axial surfaces (B-2, loc. R, S, T) are also underlain by

retrograded greenschist.

Because of the way in which a band of retrograded

greenschist closely follows the thrust contact, it seems

reasonable to conclude that they formed at the same time.
The retrograde metamorphism would have been facilitated

by circulation of water through fractures generated by

thrusting. Although there could possibly have been more

than one episode of retrograde metamorphism, it seems

highly likely that the retrograded rocks along the F2 axial

surfaces also formed during nappe emplacement.

(b) At this point it is necessary to return to the pattern of

dispersed minor A2 axes in the greenschist, and to expand

the brief treatment of Alvarez (1978). Fig. 11 is a summary

plot of the structural data of Figs. 8 and 9. Note that there is

a clear statistical difference between mean poles to S1

foliation in the two types of major fold limbs. The difference

is actually much greater than it appears, for the recognition

of tight major fold hinges shows that the N-limb foliations

are inverted with respect to the S-limb foliations. The mean

pole to axial planes of minor folds in the hinge regions of

major folds closely bisects the angle between the two

foliation attitudes, as expected. The planar features thus fall

into a standard pattern.

However, the pattern of minor fold axes in Fig. 11 is

quite unusual. One expects minor fold axes to remain

roughly parallel throughout a sequence of major folds, but

here the maxima in the three domain types do not coincide.

Mean A2 directions on the two limbs are separated by about

658; mean axes in the hinge regions fall in between, but

somewhat closer to A2 in the S-limbs.

Five possible explanations for this pattern have been

considered and rejected:

(1) Curvilinear fold hinges. This is rejected because the fold

axes are straight in any given outcrop (unlike the Frido

Formation, where curvilinear hinges on outcrop scale are

abundant), and the axes are statistically parallel within any

single major fold limb (except for Domain 3N, which

seems to have been broken apart, with the two fragments

differently rotated, as discussed below).
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(2) A single phase of folding, with minor fold axes system-

atically different on different limbs. This is rejected, for it

is commonly observed that minor fold axes are generally

parallel to the axes of major folds (Ramberg, 1963, 1964).

(3) Two phases offolding. This possibility is rejected because

the A2 axes are not refolded in any of the outcrops

examined, and because the direction of the minor fold

axes is dependent on their position in the pattern of major

folds.

(4) Buckling followed by non-homogeneous flattening. Divi

and Fyson (1973) showed that on a scale of kilometers

minor buckle-fold axes can be dispersed during sub-

sequent flattening, but this is rejected for the Monte

Reventino case because it requires too unlikely a

coincidence between original buckle geometry and fold

rotation during flattening, and at Monte Reventino fold

rotation switches back and forth abruptly on a 100-m

scale.

(5) Folding where the axis separation angle includes the slip

line (Hansen, 1971, Chapter 3). The pattern of dispersed

fold axes in the Monte Reventino greenschist superficially

resembles the patterns observed by Hansen (1971) in that

the axes are dispersed in a plane and show a separation

angle between opposite overturn senses. However, the
Fig. 11. Summary of greenschist structural data. Shown here are the means of all ac

fewer than four measurements. This figure thus combines the data shown

declinations/inclination/a95) are as follows: N-limb domains: AxesZA2(N): (137.7

4.4); hinge domains: AxesZA2(C): (91.1/27.4/7.3); axial planesZAP2: (306.6/51.8

limb of minor foldZS1(S): (329.1/47.7/4.0). Lower hemisphere, equal-angle proje
separation-angle technique for determination of the slip

line is definitely not applicable in this case, for two

reasons. First, Hansen (1971) stresses (p. 51) that in order

for the method to be applicable, the asymmetric folds that

are used must be ‘located between two adjacent axial

surfaces of the next lower-order folds of the same

generation’. This is definitely not the case at Monte

Reventino; a separation angle is not observed unless

minor folds from both limbs of the next lower-order

(larger) folds are plotted together. Second, the axis pattern

from the greenschist differs significantly from the patterns

observed by Hansen (1971, figs. 17, 69 and 72) and Scott

and Hansen (1969, figs. 97 and 98). In the greenschist

there is a major concentration of neutral cascade fold axes

lying in the separation angle between the two orientations

of asymmetric folds; this pattern was not observed by

Hansen (1971).

I have only been able to construct one hypothesis that

satisfactorily accounts for the observed pattern; this

hypothesis envisions twisting of the limbs of recumbent

folds during simple shear, and is illustrated in Fig. 12. The

scenario begins with the tight, major F2 folds lying in a

recumbent position, with subhorizontal axial planes and
ceptable measurements in domains of a given type, excluding domains with

in the bottom row of plots in Figs. 8 and 9. The means (given as

/26.7/6.5); foliation on dominant limb of minor foldsZS1(N): (277.5/51.7/

/6.6); S-limb domains: AxesZA2(S): (68.3/16.6/4.5); foliation on dominant

ctions.



Fig. 12. Twisting of F2 folds in the greenschist. This mechanism is proposed to account for the observed pattern of minor fold axes. Prior to the thrusting, an

undistorted pile of folds is in a recumbent position with east–west axes. The resulting fold distortion and orientation of minor fold axes are shown in (a) and (b)

for eastward thrusting, and in (c) and (d) for westward thrusting. The observed pattern of minor fold axes (Fig. 11) corresponds to (d), leading to the conclusion

that tectonic transport was directed generally westward.
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axes that trend roughly east–west. This is a common

orientation for folds of this generation throughout Central

Calabria (Dubois, 1970; Carrara and Zuffa, 1976). If simple

shear deformation then occurred, with the plane of shear

roughly horizontal (parallel to the axial planes of the F2

folds), and the shear, or transport, direction roughly parallel

to the fold axes (directed either toward the east or toward the

west), it is clear that the limbs of the folds would be

subjected to torques. The key point is that the minor fold

axes in the greenschist lie in strong major fold limbs that are

encased in weak serpentinite. Each major limb slants up

through the plane of later shearing, and will thus experience

a torque that will twist the major limb and its included minor

fold axes. Successive major limbs slant through the shear

plane orientation in opposite directions, and therefore will

be twisted in opposite directions. This distortion of the F2

folds has been designated as deformation phase D3

(Table 1); since it is not a phase of folding, there are no

F3 folds.

A particularly interesting feature of this type of

deformation is that the minor folds, which serve as markers

on the rotated major fold limbs, are dispersed in opposite

senses depending on the direction of tectonic transport

(Fig. 12). The pattern of minor folds in the Monte Reventino

greenschist clearly corresponds to the pattern predicted by

westward thrusting (compare Fig. 11 with Fig. 12d), and I

suggest that this provides evidence for simple shear toward

the west at some time after the formation of the F2 folds.
During this type of fold distortion, movement will be

concentrated in the hinge regions of the major folds, where

the limbs shear past each other as they rotate in opposite

directions. This would account well for the occurrences of

retrograde metamorphism of the greenschist in the hinge

regions (loc. N, P, R, S, T), and suggests that fold rotation

occurred at the same time as retrograding and the

emplacement of the Zangarona schist nappe. Retrograded

greenschist also occurs at locality Q (B-1). The soil-covered

and topographically recessed area immediately southwest of

this locality indicates that retrograding is extensive here, or

even that the greenschist body is interrupted. The latter

interpretation can explain the partial-girdle distribution of

minor fold axes in Domain 3N (Fig. 8). Axes directed

toward the east, in the typical hinge-domain direction, occur

to the north of the gap of locality Q, close to the hinge

domain 2 N/S, while the more typical, southeast-trending

axes occur on the other side of the gap. These directions are

shown in Fig. 7, and this reasoning leads to the

interpretation that the gap at locality Q is a place where

the major fold limb of Domain 3N broke during twisting of

the F2 folds, with the parts on either side of the gap rotating

relative to one another. The occurrence of retrograded

greenschist at the edge of this gap again indicates that fold

twisting and retrograding were contemporaneous and

occurred during emplacement of the Zangarona schist

nappe.

In summary, then, structural analysis of the fold pattern
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in the Monte Reventino greenschist provides evidence that

the F2 folds were distorted during emplacement of the

Zangarona schist nappe, that movement during nappe

emplacement was toward the west, and that this movement

led to retrograde metamorphism of the greenschist in places

where deformation was most intense.

(c) The third recognizable effect of nappe movement is

intense shearing in the serpentinite. Polished and striated

shear surfaces are ubiquitous in the serpentinite, usually

with spacings on the order of 10 cm. The presence of these

closely spaced shear surfaces has evidently enabled the

serpentinite to show ductile behavior on a large scale and

thus conform to the shape of the greenschist folds.

In some areas, however, the shearing has been much

more intense and was accompanied by crystallization of

carbonates to form ophicalcites. The petrography of these

rocks has been described by Piccarreta and Zirpoli (1969a).

The distribution of ophicalcites is shown in Figs. 3 and 4;

they are most abundant along the south face of the mountain

between the Frido formation and the bottom of the

greenschist fold pile, but also occur in the Signorelli Valley

(C-1, loc. U). Where the ophicalcites take the form of

breccias, they strongly resemble the sedimentary serpenti-

nites described by Lockwood (1971), and range from what

appear to be sandstones to rocks resembling coarse

conglomerates or boulder beds. In a few places (particularly

loc. V, A-1), it is possible to see clear transitions from

massive serpentinite through sheared serpentinite to a

pseudo-conglomerate of unquestionable tectonic origin. I

have therefore interpreted all of these rocks as tectonic

breccias. In some cases a sedimentary origin cannot be

excluded on the basis of field evidence, but invoking a

depositional episode at this stage would require a

considerably more complex tectonic history.

In a few places (e.g. loc. W, B-2) the ophicalcites have

been further deformed. This is seen as a flattening and

stretching of serpentinite fragments into lenses surrounded

by interlacing calcite–talc bands. Where this flattening has

been carried to extreme lengths, a foliation develops,

marked by serpentinite and calcite–talc layers. This

foliation may in turn be deformed with the development

of kink folds.
Fig. 13. Minor folds in the Zangarona schist. These folds all deform the

main foliation in the schist, and their overturn, where recognizable, is

consistently directed toward the southwest. Lower hemisphere, equal-angle

projection.
3.4.2. (8) Effects in the Frido formation

The Frido has been affected by extensive brittle shearing,

which makes it difficult or impossible to carry out a standard

structural analysis of this unit. Although the shearing was

not pervasive on the centimeter or meter scale, the

continuity of the unit is frequently interrupted, lithologies

and structures change abruptly between one outcrop and the

next, and massive, boldly outcropping marker beds of

quartzite are fragmented or offset, and may disappear

abruptly. Exotic lithologies are not found, however, and the

Frido should thus be considered a broken formation (Hsü,

1968). This episode of shearing has not been securely dated.
3.4.3. (9) Effects in the Zangarona schist

The effect of nappe emplacement on the Zangarona

schist is not entirely clear, but there is one set of post-

foliation structures that may be attributable to this event.

These are asymmetric 1–10 cm scale folds that deform the

foliation, and which were observed in a number of outcrops

close to the thrust contact with the greenschist. Good

outcrops are rare enough to make it impossible to say how

common these folds are. Measured axes are plotted in

Fig. 13, which shows that overturns are consistently toward

the southwest.

3.5. Alpine-cycle deformation—during or after nappe

emplacement

3.5.1. (10) Structural effects in the ophiolite complex

Three features of the ophiolite complex are due to

movements either late in the history of nappe movement or

subsequent to it: (a) minor refolding of the greenschist fold

pile, (b) folding of the ophiolite–Zangarona schist contact in

the Colacino window area, and (c) development of local

phyllonitic shear bands in the greenschist.

(a) A minor synform–antiform pair, designated as F4,

refolds the pile of major F2 folds in the main

greenschist body. The axial surfaces of these F4 folds

strike north–south and dip west. The profile of the folds

is shown in Fig. 4c, and the effect of F4 folding on the

outcrop pattern can be seen at locality X (Fig. 3, B-2).
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This folding has spread out the patterns of minor fold

axes in domain 6 N/S (Fig. 8) and of poles to foliation

and axial planes in domains 5 S, 6 N/S, and 7 N

(Fig. 9). Data from minor folds in the rotated limb

between the F4 antiform and synform have been

omitted from calculations of mean directions in Figs.

8 and 9.

(b) The folded ophiolite–Zangarona schist contact in the

Colacino window is displayed in the profile of Fig. 4b.

Soil cover obscures its exact form, but it is clear that

the general shape is an antiform overturned toward the

southwest. Although this can only be seen in the valley

of Signorelli, the extent of the Colacino window

indicates that the overturned antiform is probably

continuous for at least 2 km along strike.

(c) In several places along the lowermost part of the main

pile of F2 folds (Fig. 3: B-2, loc. Y, Z; B-1, loc. AA),

the greenschist is cut by thin shear bands, which

arbitrarily cross the previous structures, and which are

marked by very finely recrystallized chlorite. These

phyllonite bands are not penetrative; where present

they are spaced some tens of centimeters apart. They

are generally marked by two lineations lying in the

plane of the shear band—a crenulation, and a mineral

or extension lineation. The two lineations are at

approximately right angles (Fig. 14) and would seem

to indicate that the shearing movements were directed

either toward the southwest or the northeast.

It is difficult to be sure about the interpretation of the
Fig. 14. Lineations in phyllonitic bands cutting the greenschist. Dots are

mineral lineations. Open circles are crenulation axes. Lower hemisphere,

equal-angle projection.
three kinds of late- or post-nappe emplacement structures,

but the overturning of the Colacino window antiform

suggests movement directed toward the southwest, which is

a direction consistent with lineations on the phyllonite

bands, and with the late-stage minor folds in the Zangarona

schist mentioned in Section 3.4.3. Similarly, the F4

antiform–synform pair could be viewed as a very large

asymmetric fold indicating westward movement.

3.6. Alpine-cycle deformation—after nappe emplacement

3.6.1. (11) Folding and uplift of the antiform of the western

Sila Piccola

An antiformal uplift extends east-southeastward from

Monte Mancuso and Monte Reventino to Gimigliano

(Fig. 1), bounded by the synformal axis of Decollatura to

the north. This uplift apparently occurred at least partly

during the Quaternary since four marine terraces are visible

at the west end of the Sila Piccola between sea level and

1000 m (Gueremy, 1972). Normally, in the Mediterranean,

the highest of these terraces is not found above 300 m

(Butzer, 1964, Chapter 2). The Monte Reventino antiform is

a fold with an axial saddle passing between the culminations

marked by Monte Mancuso and Monte Reventino (Fig. 1).

This saddle is due to a cross-synform, or axial depression,

with a north–south trend. This depression continues north to

join the Crati Valley, which is thus a longitudinal depression

extending through all of Central Calabria. In the western

Sila Piccola this cross-synform shows up in the contours of

uplifted and gently folded soil profiles and in the outcrop

pattern of the thrust that bounds the window where the Frido

formation is exposed (Fig. 1).

3.6.2. (12) Recent slope instability and topographic

evolution

Because of the mechanically weak lithologies of the

dominant rock types of Central Calabria (phyllite, schist,

retrograded granitic rocks) and because of the rapid

Quaternary uplift and consequent downcutting by streams,

slope instability is very common in this region (Cotecchia

and Melidoro, 1974; Carrara and Merenda, 1976). Rotation

of landslide masses makes structural studies in many areas

difficult or impossible and was a prime reason for choosing

the massive, stable greenschist of Monte Reventino for this

study. Three major landslide areas occur on the south side of

the mountain (Fig. 3: A-2, loc. BB; B-2, loc. CC, DD), but

the outcrops used for structural analysis are in zones free of

slope instability. Two other major covered areas on the

south side of the mountain are labeled ‘valley fill’ (Fig. 3:

B-2, loc. EE, FF). These are outcrop-free ramps of loose

rock and soil that descend gradually toward the southeast;

they can be traced 2–3 km south of the map area, and seem

to be remnants of debris-choked valleys whose south sides

have been removed by subsequent erosion. The upper valley

fill is shown in profile in Fig. 4a. The covered area in the

northwest corner of the map is part of a large area of
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remnant soil cover that has been warped by the folding and

uplift of the Monte Reventino antiform, and has not yet been

removed by erosion.
4. Discussion

Three phases can be recognized in the interpretation of

the tectonic architecture of Calabria: In the first phase, the

Calabrian crystalline rocks were seen as autochthonous

basement emerging from beneath the Mesozoic–Cenozoic

sedimentary section of the Southern Apennines and Sicily

(Cortese, 1895). In the second phase, the crystalline rocks

were seen as one or more nappes emplaced on top of the

Apennine and Sicilian sedimentary rocks by thrusting in an

exclusively compressional environment (Limanowski,

1913; Quitzow, 1935; Dubois, 1970; Ogniben, 1973;

Amodio-Morelli et al., 1976; Bonardi et al., 1976;

Scandone, 1982; Del Moro et al., 1986; Dietrich, 1988). A

third phase is emerging as geologists consider the extent to

which some of the rock units may have reached their present

position by transport along extensional faults (Platt and

Compagnoni, 1990; Wallis et al., 1993; Knott, 1994;

Thomson, 1994, 1998; Argentieri et al., 1998; Mattei

et al., 1999, 2002; Rossetti et al., 2001, 2002). The present

study of Monte Reventino was carried out during the second

phase, but published during the third phase. The approach in

this discussion will be first to see how the study at Monte

Reventino fits into the thrust-only interpretation of the

second phase, and then to consider how the results of the

study might have to be revised in the light of the extensional

concepts of the third phase.

4.1. Interpretation of Monte Reventino in terms of thrusting

alone

When the original study was done in the 1970s, I was

trying to test whether Central Calabria had formerly been a

continuation of the Alpine Chain of northeastern Corsica.

The dominant vergence in Alpine Corsica is toward the

west, and I concluded that the westward transport direction

inferred from the twisted folds at Monte Reventino provided

some support for Central Calabria having been an Alpine

continuation, but certainly was not a definitive proof.

Perhaps it is no longer necessary to find evidence in the

geology of Calabria to test the contention that Calabria

formerly lay adjacent to Sardinia, along the continuation of

the Corsican Alpine belt. That interpretation was strongly

and independently supported by evidence from Ocean

Drilling Project Leg 107, showing that the Tyrrhenian Sea

has grown in the wake of Calabria as it moved south-

eastward (Kastens et al., 1988; Mascle et al., 1988; Kastens,

1990). Instead, one can accept that Calabria is an Alpine

fragment and use the geologic evidence to investigate its

history.

Using this approach, a possible interpretation of the
greenschist at Monte Reventino in the thrust-only model

would be the following. (1) The S1 foliation formed during

extreme stretching and blueschist metamorphism of pillow

lavas subducted during Alpine subduction. (2) F2 folding

occurred together with greenschist metamorphism during

compressional thrusting that thickened the greenschist body

and emplaced it as one of a set of thrust-nappe bodies,

between the Frido and the Bagni-Castagna nappes. (3)

Continued motion along the thrust contacts broke the

ophiolite up into isolated lenses and twisted the folds.

4.2. Interpretation of Monte Reventino in terms of thrusting

followed by extension

Invoking large-scale extension solves some of the

puzzles that were present during the compression-only

second phase. In addition to problems discussed already by

the extensional authors, I have long been impressed by the

evidence for thinning of the stack of nappes, especially in

the northern Catena Costiera. Dietrich (1976), studying an

area around Cetraro (Fig. 1), pointed out the extreme

thinning of the tectonic units: “The zone is extremely

complex from the tectonic point of view, with all the Alpine

units strongly thinned; it is not rare in a few tens of meters to

pass across four or even five overthrust nappes” [p. 64,

transl.]. She noted that there is a progressive thinning of the

overthrust edifice along the Catena Costiera from south to

north, describing it as a gigantic thinning wedge (‘questo

gigantesco becco di flauto,’ p. 68). This geometry is in

accord with the concept of a nappe pile emplaced through

compressional thrusting and subsequently thinned by large-

scale, low-angle extensional faulting.

The possibility that the Monte Reventino meta-ophiolite

lens lies along an extensional fault would change the

significance of the greenschist structures. The twisted folds

would argue for westward transport of the overlying

extensional allochthon, and would say nothing about the

vergence during the earlier thrust emplacement. It is

interesting to note that Rossetti et al. (2001, 2002) found

evidence for westward tectonic transport of the extensional

allochthon; my results thus support their conclusion.

There is, however, one apparent disagreement between

the conclusions of Rossetti et al. (2001, 2002) and the

present study. In their work, the Monte Reventino ophiolite

is considered to be part of a Lower Ophiolitic Unit,

separated by a major extensional fault from an Upper

Tectonic Complex (from base upward: (1) unmetamor-

phosed limestones and dolostones, (2) Upper Ophiolitic

Unit, including the Frido formation, and (3) Calabrian

Nappe Complex, comprising the Bagni, Castagna, and Stilo

units). Reflecting this interpretation, their structural map of

the western Sila Piccola (Rossetti et al., 2001, fig. 3) shows a

northwest–southeast-striking normal fault at Monte Reven-

tino, dipping moderately to the southwest, on which the

Frido formation has dropped down adjacent to the green-

stone–serpentinite body.
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That interpretation disagrees with the detailed geologic

map and section of Figs. 3 and 4a and c in the present paper,

which show the Frido passing beneath the ophiolitic rocks,

separated by a low-angle fault. However, the map of the

present paper was made at a time when only thrusts were

anticipated, so it is relevant to consider which interpretation

is correct.

The serpentinite–Frido contact runs along the south-

west flank of Monte Reventino (loc. BB to southeast of

FF). This fairly straight contact could be either a gently

northeast-dipping thrust, as interpreted in Fig. 3, or a

moderately southwest-dipping normal fault, as in Rossetti

et al. (2001, fig. 3). The actual contact was never

observed in place (although in one spot it was narrowed

to a 5 m wide covered zone), so there is no direct

evidence for its dip. Favoring the thrust interpretation is

the observation that layering in the ophicalcitic serpenti-

nite dips moderately into the mountain (see two north-

dipping attitudes between localities V and BB), as would

be expected if this layering is due to shear on a

subhorizontal thrust just beneath these outcrops. Favoring

the normal-fault interpretation is the observation that the

southern face of Monte Reventino, from about 1250 to

1400 m elevation, is a roughly planar geomorphic slope

that strikes about N 658 W (2958) and dips about 258

toward the south-southwest. The presence of this smooth

surface, cutting through strong greenschist masses whose

internal structure is entirely different, is compatible with

the presence of a normal fault dropping Frido down into

contact with the ophiolitic unit, and it impresses me as

an attractive explanation for this otherwise puzzling

planar geomorphic slope.

On the other hand, the contact of the ophiolite body with the

Zangarona schist northeast of Monte Reventino is harder to

explain by extensional unroofing of the ophiolite, as proposed

by Rossetti et al. (2001). The ophiolite–Zangarona contact

(B-1, C-1, C-2 in Fig. 3) is complicated, and Fig. 4b shows that

there is at least 200 m of relief on this contact, with a pattern

more compatible with compressional folding than with

extensional faulting. Although fig. 3 of Rossetti et al. (2001)

does not mark this contact as an extensional fault, it should be

one, in their interpretation, as the greenschist–serpentinite

body comprises their Lower Ophiolite Unit and the Zangarona

schist would be part of their Upper Tectonic Complex.

Existing geologic and tectonic maps (Piccarreta and

Zirpoli, 1969b, fig. 2; Ogniben, 1973; Bonardi et al.,

1976; Lorenzoni and Lorenzoni, 1983; Scandone, 1991;

Rossetti et al., 2001, fig. 3) show the geology of the

Monte Reventino ophiolitic rocks in a schematic way

only, mostly based on the 1:25,000 geologic map of

Calabria (Martirano Lombardo sheet), which was

evidently done by aerial photograph interpretation with

some field checking. The present map and sections

(Figs. 3 and 4) result from the first exhaustive field

study of this area, and will allow a more accurate

representation of this part of Calabria on future
compilation maps. However, further field work will

still be necessary to resolve the question whether the

greenschist–serpentinite body occurs as an isolated lens

lying on a thrust that placed the Zangarona schist over

the Frido formation, or whether it is part of a deeper

unit that is emerging from beneath the Zangarona and

the Frido by tectonic unroofing.
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